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GLADIO IN DENVER

"Two gunmen wearing gas masks and body armor opened

fire at a crowded cinema at a shopping mall in Aurora

Colorado, USA."
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AT  M O V I E  P R E M I E R
CHANNELS - Jul 20, 2012

At least over 10 persons have been killed and 20
people injured, when two gunmen wearing gas masks

and body armor opened fire at a crowded cinema at a
shopping mall in Aurora Colorado, USA. The police
arrested the suspected gunmen following a chaotic ...

"Fox News reported there were two gunmen involved and

one was reportedly in custody."

Batman Shooting: Suspect's Flat Booby-Trapped - World News Now

Holmes - BATMAN AND THE CIA
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It looks like we have another Gladio-style shooting.

The 20 July 2012 shootings, at the midnight showing of The Dark

Knight Rises, in the Denver suburb of Aurora, Colorado, reminds us

of other shootings.

On 9 November 1985, three armed hooded men entered a

supermarket in Belgium and started shooting.

Eight people were killed.

US marines were linked to this and other attacks in Belgium.

aangirfan: SHOOTINGS IN CHURCH.

Then there have been the attacks in Norway, France, Kenya...

aangirfan: NORWAY - STRATEGY OF TENSION /

aangirfan: GLADIO STYLE ATTACK IN LIEGE

aangirfan: TOULOUSE SHOOTINGS - GLADIO AND MOSSAD

The Strategy of Tension - getting people scared and easy to control -

organised by the CIA.

The U.S. Department of Defense says three members of the U.S.

Armed Forces were wounded in the movie theater shooting in

Colorado and one is unaccounted for.

The agency says a Navy sailor was injured and a male sailor who was

at the theater early Friday morning cannot be located. The sailors are

part of a Navy Cyber Command unit at nearby Buckley Air Force

base.

Two Air Force airmen based at Buckley were also wounded, but their

specific unit hasn't been released.

http://www.seattlepi.com/news/article/3-service-members-
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wounded-1-missing-in-shooting-3723315.php#ixzz21EUFyVT1

Explosives were planted at a museum in Turkey. A letter sent to the

prosecutor's office claimed that the explosives aimed at killing

200-300 young visitors to the museum. aangirfan: KILLING KIDS

ON A FIELD TRIP; ERGENEKON AND 9 11

From CBS:

Holmes had "one rifle, two handguns, a knife, a bullet proof vest, a

ballistic helmet, a gas device, a gas mask, military SWAT clothing

and unidentified explosives...

"Holmes wore a gas mask, a ballistic helmet and vest as well as leg,

groin and throat protectors during the shooting."

According to Naturalnews.com: "This guy was equipped with exotic

gear by someone with connections to military equipment. SWAT

clothing, explosives, complex booby-traps... c'mon, this isn't a "lone

gunman." This is somebody ... brainwashed."

http://www.naturalnews.com

/036536_James_Holmes_shooting_false_flag.html#ixzz21GwKN969

aangirfan: DAVID HEADLEY - 'US GOVERNMENT TERRORIST'

A would-be suicide bomber was intercepted on his way to the

Capitol; a scheme to bomb synagogues and shoot Stinger missiles at

military aircraft was developed by men in Newburgh, N.Y.; and a

fanciful idea to fly explosive-laden model planes into the Pentagon
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and the Capitol was hatched in Massachusetts. But all these dramas

were facilitated by the F.B.I.

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/29/opinion/sunday/terrorist-

plots-help...

According to Anonymous, writing about the Dark Knight Denver

shooting: "About a couple of hours ago I was watching CNN and,

live, on air, the newscaster was talking to a witness at the theater,

who said another member of the audience took a call before the

movie started. The person went to the back of the theater, near the

exit, and appeared to open the door. About 15 minutes later, that's

when the gunman burst into the theater."

Getting people scared - strategy of tension - Gladio

A California woman who identified herself as the mother of James

Holmes, the 24-year-old man federal authorities said is the suspect

in a mass shooting in an Aurora, Colorado movie theater, told ABC

News her son was likely the culprit, saying, "You have the right

person."

The woman, contacted at her home in San Diego, spoke briefly with

ABC News and immediately expressed concern her son may be

involved in the shooting death of at least 12 people overnight.

"You have the right person," she said, apparently speaking on gut

instinct. "I need to call the police... I need to fly out to Colorado."

Colorado Movie Theater Shooting Suspect ... - Colorado's 740 KVOR
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Gladio - Strategy of Tension - getting people scared and easy to

control.

Aurora Police Chief Dan Oates says hundreds of calls came in

starting at 12:39 a.m. MDT Friday and officers were on the scene

within 60 to 90 seconds.

http://www.seattlepi.com/news/article/Aurora-police-Officers-

on-scene-in-60-90-seconds-3723246.php#ixzz21EVjCc4B

Website for this image

The Twilight Language's Coleman (Twilight Language) wrote that

there are memorable “themes” connected with the date July 20th.

It was on this day in 1969 that the Apollo 11 reportedly landed on the

Moon. Viking 1 landed on Mars on this day in 1976. And while there

are space syncs there are also assassinations in connection with July

20th. Adolf Hitler survived an assassination attempt on this day in

1944. King Abdullah I of Jordan was assassinated on this day in 1951.

RDR: Midnight Massacre in Theatre No. 9 - Red Dirt Report

BURGAS BOMBER UNLIKELY TO BE GHEZALI

James Eagan Holmes' father, Robert Holmes, was seen leaving the

family home with an overnight bag. Local reports suggested he was

heading to Colorado.
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James Eagan Holmes graduated in Spring 2010 with a degree in

Neuroscience.

"As part of the advanced program in Denver, a James Holmes had

been listed as making a presentation in May about Micro DNA

Biomarkers in a class named "Biological Basis of Psychiatric and

Neurological Disorders."

In academic achievement, "he was at the top of the top," recalled

Riverside Chancellor Timothy P. White.

Holmes concentrated his study on "how we all behave," White

added. "It's ironic and sad."

The Opening Ceremony: The Dark Night

Aurora 2012
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